A great difficulty in reaching any true understanding of the abilities of ancient peoples is that not enough works of art have survived to give a balanced picture of their achievements. Climate explains the disappearance of some kinds of objects, but it does not account for all, and it is extraordinary how complete the gap is in certain categories of things that could be little affected either by exposure to the elements or by burial underground. For example, Sir Leonard Woolley made a great find at Ur of Sumerian goldsmiths' work of the third millennium B.C., but no comparable number of gold objects of the first millennium was ever discovered in other very extensive excavations, either in the great cities of Assyria or in Babylon itself, although we can be sure that as many were made then as before. Such lacunae may not affect our enjoyment of the antiquities that have survived, but they do affect our comprehension of the art of the past. They prevent us from comparing a particular art of one civilization with that of another. We shall never, for instance, be able to compare the achievements of the Eventually, like their more powerful rivals, they were absorbed into the empire of the Medes. There was close contact then between all these peoples and many others, not only in the arts of war but in the arts of peace. We can look, therefore, for no simple and consistent style in the works of art of such a country as that of the Manneans, particularly when the art of Assyria showed so many influences.
among them Darius and Artaxerxes, who replaced the empire of the Medes with another that extended from Europe and Egypt to India.
In all three groups there are objects of superb workmanship, but it is easy to see the difficulty of putting some of these things in precise categories. Words like "Assyrian" and "Persian," like "Greek" and "Roman," can be and are used in many different ways, often indiscriminately. This is easily understood when one realizes that the races were mixed and their lands and empires elastic. So it should be no surprise that it is not always possible to pigeonhole works of art with the neatness of those who put tidiness above accuracy. It is often true, unfortunately, that the moment one attaches a precise label further thought comes to an end. Examination of these antiquities will reveal something of the interplay of certain forces that were powerful when they were made. We shall discover that in their variety are elements of unity and that among things that seem alike there are almost always points of difference. An excellent example of Assyrian workmanship--using Assyrian in its restricted sense--is a small carved white stone found at Nimrud (see opp. p.). As it has a cylindrical hole from end to end it was probably a handle or an ornament on a shaft. The grooves around the middle were once filled with white, red, and green mosaic which, with strips of gold foil, formed a guilloche pattern. Only a small scrap of this decoration remains. The double lion head had inlaid eyes, which are also missing, though one socket is still rimmed with lapis lazuli. An example of the unusual attention to detail in this piece is shown on page 223 in the ribbing of the roof of the lion's mouth, which, though conventional, is based on reality. The same feature on a much smaller scale is found in the lion heads on the gold dagger. The hair is also treated in a conventional way, and it is this consistent discipline, characteristic of the best specimens of ancient Near Eastern art, that is its great quality.
On the flanks of the beast are two winglike designs which look like stylized ostrich feathers with strongly marked quills. That these were originally thought of as feathers seems to be certain. The substitution of feathers for hair was conceived of at an earlier period, and it is a feature on some of the winged lion sphinxes that decorate some Phoenician bronze bowls discovered in an Assyrian palace at Nimrud. In Assyrian, Babylonian, and Achaemenian lions this area is usually covered with conventional curls of hair, but there is reason to believe that this lion is meant to be not an ordinary lion but a supernatural one, and it is also for this reason that he has a mane en brosse. 
